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Abstract - Adaptivity plays an important role in Ubiquitous learning, aiming at providing students with adaptive and 
personalized learning  content  at the right place and the right time.  Student Modeling updates student's information in order 
to provide adaptivity and personalization. The student model includes all information regarding student, like domain 
knowledge, progress, interests,  goal, tasks, social background, personal trait, location etc. Context awareness plays an 
important role in Ubiquitous learning system by collecting sensor data intelligently, analyzing them and providing  
personalized study content to students.  This paper discusses how to use context-awareness technology to design  Student 
Model in Education. Secondly, we choose an appropriate algorithm to analyze the multi-sensor data which sense and identify 
student physical context automatically, evaluates student learning status and performance. Based on outcome of student 
model, ubiquitous learning system determines appropriate personalized learning style to the student. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In Ubiquitous learning, education is happening all 
around the student but the  student may not even be 
aware of the learning process. Students do not have to 
do anything in order to learn but just need to activate 
their registered device(s). Personalization may be 
achieved via learning content personalization and 
individualized learning strategy application. 
Therefore, it is important to gain well applicable and 
trustful information about the student, including, its 
previous experience and knowledge level, learning 
style, learning preferences and learning habits and 
create Student model[1]. Teachers get a better 
understanding about student's progress, knowledge 
level and other characteristics from student model. So 
the contextually aware environment intends to use the 
technological resource to provide the adaptive useful 
information to all students at the right time and right 
place. For the reason, a Ubiquitous environment must 
understand existed surroundings, student and devices, 
including their preference, capabilities, and activities 
completely. In other words, the environment must 
primarily be able to identify where, and under what 
context each  student is working[2].  Based on 
outcome of student model, ubiquitous learning 
system determines appropriate subject content to the 
student. The rest of  the paper is organized as follows, 
Section 2.  Discusses analysis of ubiquitous Learning 
Context system. Section 3. Formulates individualized 
context aware student model in ubiquitous 
environment with example; Section 4.  gives 
conclusions. 
 
II. ANALYSIS OF UBIQUITOUS LEARNING 
CONTEXT SYSTEM 
Ubiquitous Learning Context system is a system that 
uses context to provide students  with appropriate 
subject contents based on student's requirement. 

Context perusal  has the functions of automatic 
contextual reconfiguration based on student's context 
followed by context-triggering actions like a reminder 
program to satisfy certain contextual rule, automatic 
execution of services, tagging of context to 
information to support later retrieval, contextual 
information and commands that may be altered 
automatically by the context of the student. 
 
Context Information is variation in the context value, 
when the student is executing a particular study 
process[3]. Clearly-defined context information is 
explaining the context space of an entity with respect 
to an environment with specific values. The context 
acquisition module acquires the context information 
from surrounding Learning environments. 
 
a. Location Context: Student moving in class room, 

Laboratory, library, (in/out of campus). 
b. Time Context: Lecture time, When student is in 

Study time, leisure time, break time etc. 
c. Device context: Student's device can be hardware 

device like desktop, tablet, smart phone, warble 
etc  and software used like version of the device, 
software used, features etc. 

d. Environmental context: Network related like 
speed, network type, Real environment like 
temperature, light, weather etc. 

e. Social context: Student can collaborate and 
coordinate with students, teachers, experts etc. 

f. Work context: Student may like to go through 
lectures, glance slides, do homework or play 
some games.  

 
2.1. Analysis of Student's characteristics 
To fetch students personalized contents, it is 
necessary to  associate  between student's learning 
context information and students’ characteristics 
information, which can quicken  relevant data 
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retrieval and computing. Thus an personalized 
Student model can be built.  
Students’ characteristics such as basic information, 
knowledge level, preference, cognitive levels,  
interest preference , learning styles, Learning history 
logs, characteristics can reflect the students’ 
personalized characteristics, and these characteristics 
are also directly related to context reasoning for the 
relevant subject content computing[4]. Figure 1. 
shows the Student's characteristics relating to context 
reasoning for building individualized student model. 
 

 
Fig.1. Student Characteristic relationship with Context 

Reasoning 
 
III. INDIVIDUALIZED CONTEXT AWARE 
STUDENT MODEL    IN   UBIQUITOUS 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
Based on the Relationship between student's learning 
context information and student's characteristics, 
personalized student model is structured, as shown in 
Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig.2  .Context aware  Student model  structuring 

 
Figure shows the structuring of context aware student 
modelling in ubiquitous environment. Context 
information is variation in the context value, when 

the student is executing a particular study process. 
Context acquisition is done by capturing student's 
current learning context using intelligent sensors and 
from student's input during registration. Students’ 
context information of location, time, physical, 
behavior, etc. are captured and analyzed and context 
classification is done  with Semantic Learning 
Framework. Semantic Learning framework is context 
ware in description, processing and retrieval. Both 
static content and dynamic process descriptions are to 
captured by the context model. 
Contextual elements include basic meta-data of 
entities, subject conceptual models, statements linked 
to conceptual models to represent contextual 
knowledge. On the server, the student's information 
such as  history log is collected, analyzed and 
categorized. student's interest, preference, style, 
cognitive level are categories to create  information 
library of students.  By applying semantic context 
model,  Semantic Learning information, for static 
resource and dynamic process description could be 
more easily encoded and retrieved[5].  
 
3.1. Context Modeling and Reasoning. 
Figure 3. shows simplified student modelling based 
on context reasoning. Structuring personalized 
student model is process of choosing proper 
algorithm to context reasoning and computing. The 
Context model enables semantic weighting (between 
0 and 1)  that represent  context similarity or distance 
computation in processing and retrieval of subject 
contents. Weights have influence on student's profile , 
knowledge level, personality etc. Thus context 
reasoning helps in extracting or deducing learning  
characteristics  of  each parameter based on semantic 
weightage[6]. Figure 3. shows the procedure of 
generating student simplified model based on context 
reasoning. Appropriate algorithm should be chosen 
for estimating values of student's contents[7]. 
Considering the different levels of students  based on 
knowledge level, age, affiliation, cognitive ability, 
social group etc, taking different weight by learning 
context meta-data into mind we can arrive at certain 
values of student learning contents considering 
following formula: 
Student's learning style (Sls) depends on various 
context parameters like student's social group(sg), 
physical location(pl), cognitive level(cl)  etc. Let, 
i={sg, pl ,cl, ,..…} and j is number of context 
parameters considered for relating student's learning 
style

.   
             n 
Sls =∑ wi * Pi 
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Student's style can be formulated considering all context reasoning based on various factors to construct the 
personalized student model. 
 
Therefore, learning styles mainly depends on reasoning of learning context in the ubiquitous learning 
environment, which provides the learners with the appropriate learning content[8]. Student's style was 
formulated considering all context reasoning based on various factors to construct the personalized student 
model
. 
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Fig.3. Student simplified model  based on Context Reasoning 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Personalized learning styles of the students is 
formulated by constructing a real-time individualized 
learner model. In this paper, context aware learner 
model is constructed by sensing context data,  then it 
is analyzed, reasoned and finally classified based on 
appropriate algorithm. Based on outcome of student 
model, ubiquitous learning system determines 
appropriate personalized learning style to the student. 
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